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Gilets
Our Gilets are an integral part of our range.
Cycling in the UK you
can never be sure of the
weather so the Gilet is
perfect as it is compact
and practical for multiple
weather conditions.
Wincanton Wheelers Gilet Design
Lightweight shell vest
or gilet. Designed to be
folded or rolled into
your jersey pocket with
ease. Windguard wind
resistant front fabric,
perfect as a packable
layer to be pulled out
mid-ride for extra
protection.

WindGuard Vest—£47
WindGuard Jacket—£53

Our ThermoShield fabric is a three layer construction to provide
the best cold weather
protection. This gilet is
designed to be worn
for the duration of the
ride when cold weather
demands additional
layering.

Thermoshield Vest—£91

Designed to be worn
for the entirety of your
ride when the temperature is cooler but all
you need is a vest over
your riding jersey.
Heavier and warmer
than our CS Wind
Guard Jersey but not
as heavy as our
Thermoshield Winter
Vest.

Intermediate Wind Vest—£54

Designed and produced specifically for
our UCI ProTour
Teams. Take our updated Repel jacket featuring the new
DvAlpine eVent all
weather fabric, remove
the sleeves to make a
compact, lightweight all
weather vest.

Repel Vest—£174
Repel Jacket—£185

Jackets

For when the weather gets colder in the winter months
our jackets are here to keep you thermo-regulated.

This jacket is made from our exclusive
ThermoShield, wind resistant material that
is lined with a brushed fleece for premium
comfort. Our ThermoShield fabric is a three
layer construction to provide the best cold
weather protection.

Thermoshield Winter Jacket—£114

The Weather Guard Long Sleeve Jersey
was developed in conjunction with our UCI
ProTour teams. This is a high-end, weather
proof, warm jersey which can be fully customised. Get the same protection as the
pros demand whilst keeping your design
and brand consistent no matter the weather. Made entirely from Italian fabric

Weather Guard S/S Jersey—£140
Weather Guard L/S Jersey—£168

The Apex Winter Shield Fleece Jacket is
constructed in our new anatomic cut to
maximize warmth, performance and comfort whilst on the bike. In conjunction with
our Italian suppliers, eVent™ we have
sourced a 3 layer bonded winter fleece fabric, called CS Winter Shield, that keeps the
rider warm in cold conditions, but it is able
to breathe and remove moisture under intense riding conditions.

Apex Winter Shield Fleece—£160

Racing in cold spring classics and mountain
top passes during the Giro called for a premium, high end performance winter jacket
for the Lampre-Merida cycling team – so
we created the Champion System APEX
Winter Shield Pro Jacket. It's our superior
heavy winter jacket. The APEX Winter
Shield Pro jacket is constructed in our new
anatomic cut to maximise warmth, performance and comfort. This jacket can handle
the coldest conditions.

Apex Winter Shield Pro—£220

Bottoms

We offer a full range of fleece
and winter bottoms that have
been created in the Wincanton
colours.
Have a look at the options below.

A lightweight insulating fleeceined bib short for the ultimate
protection in cooler weather riding. Utilising our Tech Fleece
Fabric throughout to offer
warmth and stretch to achieve
a close fit.

Fleece 3/4 Bib Knicker that sits
half way up the calf, providing
excellent warmth and comfort
for long winter miles. Utilising
our Tech Fleece Fabric throughout to offer warmth and stretch
to achieve a close fit.

Tech Fleece Bib Shorts—£73

Tech Fleece Bib Knickers—£83

Full length fleece bib tights for
the ultimate protection in cold
weather riding. Utilising our
Tech Fleece Fabric throughout
to offer warmth and stretch to
achieve a close fit.
Tech Fleece Bib Tights—£86

In conjunction with our Italian
suppliers, eVent, we have
sourced a 3 layer bonded winter
fleece fabric, called CS Winter
Shield, that keeps the rider
warm in cold conditions, but is
able to breathe and remove
moisture under intense riding
conditions.
Winter Shield Bib Tights—£124

Casual Wear
Our casual wear
allows you to still
wear the club colours
when you are not on
the road or travelling
to an event. Our
collection includes
team polos as well as
fleece lined jackets.

Our Tech Lite polo is
perfect as a team
shirt for off the road
Tech Lite Polo—£20

The Brooklyn Polo is
a well cut, slim fit
shirt that is made
from a lightweight
tech fabric
Brooklyn Polo—£30

The Locarno Tee is
slim fit and a modern
style. Great to wear
for low intensity exercise of casual
occasions

The Vancouver Long
Tee is the same style as
the Locarno with slightly
more warmth!
Vancouver Long—£36

Locarno Tee—£29

The Bremen Windbreaker is a lightweight
shell jacket with a hood
that tucks away into
the collar.

The Copenhagen is similar to
the Bremen but with a fleece
lining. Perfect for cooler conditions

Bremen Jacket—£48

Copenhagen Jacket—£48

